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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Solve the system oflinear equation by Gaussian elimination

x-y+z-r+s=1
2x - y +3z +4s = 2
3x-2y+2z+r+s =1

x+z+2r+s = 0

(b) Let W = {(a, b, c)1 a ;::b} be a subset of the vector space in R3. Test whether W is a

subspace or not.

(c) Find the standard matrix for the linear operator T:R37 R3 given by

WJ = 3x+Sy-z
w2 =4x-y+z
YV:3 =3x+2y-z

And then calculate T( -1, 2, 4).

(20)

(10)

(16~)

(15)2. (a) Let Sand T be the following subspaces ofR4

S = {(x,y,z,t)ly -2z+t=0}

T = {(x,y,z,t)1 x - t=O, y - 2z=0}

Find a basis and dimension of SnT.

(b) Let T:R37R3 be the linear oper.ator defined by T(x,y,z)=(x+2y,y-z,x+2z).

Find the rank and nullity ofT. (15)

(c) Consider the bases B ={Ul,U2} and B' ~ {VI>V2} for R:, where u, ~ [~Ju2 = [~J
(16~ )
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3. (a) Orthononnalize the vectors ul = (1,1,1),u2 = (1,1,0) and u3 = (1,0,0) according to

( the Gram-Schmidt process and also verify the result for orthonormality. (23%)

[

-1 -2
(b) Find a matrix P that diagonalizes the matrix A = 1 2

-1 -1

-2]~ and find p-lAP. (23)

4. (a) Prove that if F(s) = L({f(t)}) and a> 0, then L{f(t - a)u(t - a)} = e-asF(s).
(b) Write the following function as unit step function and hence find its Laplace

transform.

(

1, 0 ~ t < 4
f(t) = 0, 4 ~ t < 5

1, t ~ 5

(c) Find L-1{ s(~ )}(using Heaviside expansion formula).
. s(s-l) s +4

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) State and prove Convolution Theorem.

(b) Use the Laplace transform to solve the given integral equation:

t
f(t)+2f f(t)cos(t-'t)dt=4e-t +sint

o
(c) Determine the current i(t) in a single-loop LRe-series circuit when L = 0.1 h, R =

20, C = 0.1 f, i(O)=O,and the impressed voltage is E(t) = 120t -120tu(t -1).

6. (a) Solve the following by using Laplace transform

y" - y' = et cost, y(O) = 0, y'(O) = 0
(b) Expand f(x) in half-range Fourier cosine series, where f(x) = 1t - x in the interval

o < x < 'IT • Also sketch the graph of the function.

(c) Derive the Fourier sine integral of

f(x)={e
o
-X . if 0 < x < 1

if x>1

Contd P/3
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7. OOf {l-U O:S;u<l(a) Solve the integral equation, f(u )cos ux dx = '
o 0, u > 1

OOf sin2 u 1t
Hence show that --2- du = 2" .

o u

(b) Use Fourier cosine integral formula to show that

(20~)

(26)

8.

-x 2°Ofu2+2e cosx=- 4 cosuxdu,
1t u +4o

-ox
(a) Find the Fourier sine transform of _e_.

x

x>O

(20~)

(b) Use finite Fourier transformation_ to solve

. 2au a u 0 4 0 . h h d' .-a = -2' < x < , t > WIt t e con ItIons
t ax

U(O,t)= U(4,t)= 0

U(x,O) = 3sin 1tX - 2 sin 51tX

Also give a physical interpretation of the solution.

\..

(26)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR"questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

1. In~a faraway strange planet Xustaeter,' three colors of stones, red, green, and blue. When

two different colored stones get in contact with each other:

(i) these two stones are destroyed,

(ii) two more stones of the third color are created.

The planet fails, 'if, at some point, all stones are of the same color. Then, no more stone

creation can take place. We want to represent the planet using a state diagram, where a

state label will be a sequence of three integers - the numbers of stones of color red, green

and blue. In the state diagram, an R-event occurs when stones of color green and blue

touch and are replaced by two red stones. Analogously we define, G-events and B-events.

(a) Represent Xustaeter when there are 3 stones in total. Identify the states in/from which

the planet must fail. Similarly, identify the can't-fail and might-fail states.

(b) Represent Xustaeter using state diagrams when there are 4 stones in total. Again,

identify the must-fail, can't-fail and might-fail states.

(c) From the diagr.ams in (b), find the symmetries in the state diagrams which will enable

us to reduce the diagram sizes. Propose a reduced state diagram schemes based on this. .'

(d) Using the scheme proposed in (c), draw the state diagram for Xustaeter when there

are 6 stones in total. Identify the must-fail, can't-fail and might.,fail states.

2. (a) DFA, D, has a rather strange alphabet ~ = {a, b, I, 2}, containing both letters and

digits. D, accepts all and only the strings which has number of a's divisible by 3 and has

an even sum of the digits."As such, strings like E, aabl2al, aablbbaaba2al, aaba and

121 will be accepted. And strings like, aaabl2al, aabllbbaaba2al, aaaba and 1121 will

be rejected, Draw the state diagram for D,.
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(b) Convert the NFA shown in the following figure to an equivalent DFA. Showing the

detailed computations is optional. (8)

€

€

. Figure for Question 2 (b).
- -~- -.- ... , - .•. ~-~_~. --....r~. ~~_~.~

(c) Why is the Kleene star of a null set an empty string? Explain clearly.

3. (a) Draw state diagrams ofNF As to accept the following languages.

(i) The set of strings over alphabet {O, 1, ... , 9} such that the final digit has appeared

before.

(ii) The set of strings over alphabet {O, 1, ... , 9} such that final digit has not appeared

before.

(iii) The set of strings of 0' sand l' s such that there are at least two 0' s separated by a

number of positions that is a multiple of 4. In addition to the aforementioned pair of

O's, there may be other O's in the string. Note that 0 is an allowable multiple of 4.

Some of the strings accepted by this NFA are, 00, 10111010, 010 lO111011.

(b) Write down regular expressions for the following:

(i) The set of strings that consist of alternating 0' sand l' s.

(ii) The set of strings over alphabet {a, b, c} containing at least one a and at least one
b.

(iii) The set of all strings of O's and l's such that every pair of adjacent O's appears
before any pair of adjacent 1's.

Contd P/3
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4. (a) We have the NFA N1 accepting the language A. When constructing an NFANI * from

N1 to accept A*, we add an accept A, we add an additional state and make this state the

new start state as well as an accepting state. You should be aware of the other edges we

add to N1*.

Hastif Hasty came up with the (apparently) brilliant idea of not adding the new state and

making the original start state an accepting state, leaving the newly added edges

unchanged when applicable. However, eventually, a flaw was detected in this proposed

deign by Nutty Nitpicker. Explain clearly under which situations the idea proposed by

Hasty will not work.

(10)

(b) Prove that, "The class of regular languages, IS closed under the concatenation

operation". (13)

(c) Using pumping Lemma for regular languages, show that the language consisting of all

strings of l's whose length is a prime is not a regular language. (12)

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Give context-free grammars that generate the following languages. In all parts, the

alphabet 2: is {0,1} . You only need to write the production rules using conventional

notation. (5x3=15)

(i) {wi the length of w is off}

(ii) {wi w contains at least three 1s }

(iii) {wi the length of w is odd and its middle symbols is a a}

(b) Design a Turing Machine (TM) that takes as input a number N in binary and adds

1 to it. Initially the tape will contain (in its leftmost portion) a # followed by the number

N in binary (e.g., #101), and the tape head will be on #. Your TM should halt after

converting the N into N+ 1. You may replace the # with a or 1 if you need. Also briefly

explain the working principle of the TM (For example, by drawing a flow chart or a

pseudo code) (20)

6. (a) Design a PDA to accept the language L = (anI ml n ::;m ::;2n). Provide the transition

diagram of your designed PDA. No need to write the transition function. Also, show that

Contd P/4
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(b) Convert the following CFG into an equivalent CFG in Chomsky normal form. Show the
steps of your conversion. (10)

A~BAB IB 18

B~OO 18

(c) Define a Turing Machine for the set of strings with an equal number ofO's and 1's. (10)

7. (a) Let A be the language of strings representing undirected connected graphs, i.e.,

A = {<G>I G is a connected undirected graph}. Is it possible to design a Turing Machine

that can decide A? If no, why? If yes, briefly discuss your design and demonstrate with a

suitable example.

(b) Give a PDA that recognizes the language {wwRIW E{O, l}*}. Here, wR means W

written backwards.

(c) Use the pumping lemma to show that the language B = {anbnenl n ;?O} is not context

free.

8. (a) Prove that, the following language is undecidable ArM = {<M, w> I M is a Turing

Machine accepting w}

(b) Design a context-free grammar (CFG) for A = {w E{O,l} * I w = wR and the length of
w is divisible by 4}. You only need to write the production rules using conventional

notation.

(c) Give a context-free grammar, that generates the following parse tree. You only need

to write the production rules using conventional notation .

. :"' " -~~--- ---- -~~--:-~-=-~""""""--"'-~'--''''--'-':--i

(EXPR)
'/ " ".(EXPR)' '\

,/ ,(TERM:)
(1T~RM) . I \",I" (1ERM)

(FACTOR) I (FACTOR)I I' (liOR) / i

(15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(10)
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE including Q. No.1.

You must answer to Question No.1.

1. (a) Bangladesh Shipping Management (BSM) prides itself on having up-to-date

information on the processing and current location of each shipped item. To do this,

BSM relies on a company-wide information system. Shipped items are the heart of the

BSM product tracking information system. Shipped items can be characterized by item

number (unique), weight, dimensions, insurance amount, destination, and final delivery

date. Shipped items are received into the BSM system at different retails centers. Retail

centers are characterized by their type, uniqueID, and address, Shipped items make

their way to their destination via one or more standard BSM transportation events (i.e.,

flights, truck deliveries). These transportation events are characterized by a unique

scheduleNUmber, a type (e.g., flight, truck), and a deliveryRoute.

Please create an Entity Relationship diagram that captures this information about the

BSM system and also show the schema description. Be certain to indicate identifiers

and cardinality constraints.

(b) Identify two attributes in the scenario presented in Question lea) which can be

derived using business rules. Write the schema description to store these business

(17)

rules. (11)

(c) How to insert a tuple without causing constraint violation in the following table? (7)

Person(id, name, father)

Where foreign key father reference Person.

2. (a) Normaliz~ the following table by drawing dependency diagram and identifying all

dependencies to derive up to 3NF. Also, write the schema description in 3NF.

Start
Date Venue

Venue Event Event
Organiser

Organiser's
Time Location Type Description contact

8PM
12-Jan- Robert Blackwood

Clayton
Music Melbourne

MSO
(03)

2012 Hall concert Symphonv 99021212
8PM 12-Jan-

K3.24 Caulfield Comedy Adam Hill Melbourne (03)
2012 ComedY Festival 99031456

2PM 14-Jan- Robert Blackwood
Clayton Musical Cats

Monash Student (03)
2012 Hall Associateion 99012233

8PM 14-Jan- Alexander Theatre Clayton Comedy Dave Melbourne (03)
2012 . Hughes Comedy Festival 99031456

8PM 16-Jan- Robert Blackwood
Clayton

Music Hoodoo Mushroom (03)
2012 Hall concert Guru Promoter 90021002

Contd P/2
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(b) Briefly discuss three common uses of triggers In implementing database

application. (6)

(c) Why are roles used for assigning privilege to users? Create three users UI, U2, and

U3 and assign them INSERT and UPDATE privileges respectively on TI and T2

tables. Do this by assigning the users a role of "Admin". Then transfer these privileges

to another role named "SuperAdmin". Finally, revoke UPDATE privilege from

"Admin". (11)

3. (a) Suppliers(sid: integer, sname: string, address: string) (25)

Parts(pid: integer, pname: string, color: string)

Catalog(sid: integer, pid: integer, cost: real)

For the schema above, write down the SQL statements for the following:

(i) Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red part or are at 221 Packer

Street.

(ii) Find pairs of sids such that the supplier with the first sid charges more for

some part than the supplier with the second sid.

(iii) Find the pids of parts supplied by at least two different suppliers.

(iv) Find the pids of the most expensive parts supplied by suppliers named

Yosemite Shanl.

(v) Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red part and some green part.

(b) What is the difference betV\:'eenview and materialized view? Draw an example (10)

diagram of a disjoint specialization.

4. (a) EMPLOYEE (EMPLOYEEID, LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME, HIREDATE, JOBID,

SALARY, MANAGERID, DEPARTMENTID) (15)

JOB (JOBID, JOB TITLE, MIN SALARY, MAX SALARY)

DEPARTMENT (DEPARTMENTID, DEPARTMENTNAME, LOCATION)

For the schema above, write down the Relational Algehric expression for the

following:

(i) Show the employee who earns the highest salary.

(ii) List the FIRSTNAME and DEPARTMENTNAME of employees who have

worked for every department.

(iii) Increase all salaries that are more than 10000 by 5% and that are less than

10000 by 4%.

(b) Show an example where a table is in 3NF, but not in BCNF. (5)

Contd P/3
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(c) Consider the following schema. (10)

Student(Ssn, ~ame)

TakenCourses(Ssn, Course~o)

Register(Ssn, Course~o)

Course(Course~o, ~ame, Year, Term)

PreRequisite(Course~o, ReqCourse~o)

Table TakenCourse manages courses info that a student has taken. A course may

require pre-requisite courses and the pre-requisite course info is managed in table

PreRequisite. Write a trigger to check if the student took the pre-requisite courses

when s/he registers for a new course. If s/her didn't take a prerequisite course, the

registration of the course should fail and an appropriate message should be displayed.

(d) Show a database design to store a multi-valued attribute considering that in most

cases it will have a single-value. (5)

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Suppose, there are three records named "Record I", "Record 2" and "Record 3" in a

block (page) where each record is of variable length. Of the block uses slotted-page

structure, then draw the schematic diagram of the block.

(b) Draw the final tree (or the changed part of the tree) after the insertion of the entry

"Lamport" into the B+ tree of Fig. 5(b).

(c) Suppose, you. are working in a company where storage facility is limited. You have

three RAID level options to implement - RAID 1 (mirrored disks), RAID 3 (bit-

interleaved parity) and RAID 5 (block-interleaved distributed parity). Which one you

should choose? Why?

(d) Consider a dictionary where each page contains only a single word along with its

description. If we take the word from each page and form indexing based on the taken

words, then what type of indexing (Dense/Sparse) it would be? Why?

(12)

(10)

(7)

(6)

6. (a) Consider the following Dynamic Hash System. What would be its form after the

insertion of the record (11123, "Lee", "Accounting", 80000) where h("Accounting")=

'11100100 1010 110001000011 1101 lIDO'?

Contd P/4
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Fig 6(a): Dynamic Hash System

(b) Consider the following Static Hash System which uses Closed Hashing. What
would be its form after the insertion of the record (11123, "Lee", "Accounting", 80000)
if h("Accounting") = 1, i.e., the hash function determines bucket 1 for this entry?

Assume that, each bucket can contain at most two records. (10)

Fig 6(b): Static Hash System
...•.• -.... ..,-,~~.•. -
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7.

(c) How does Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) improve reliability and

performance?

(d) Briefly describe "Head crashes" and "Mean time to failure".

(a) Consider the following schedule which consists of three transactions Tl, T2 and

T3.

.'

I.Instruction Tl T2 T3
No.

',' 1 . Read(B) : )
.. I

2 Read (B) l
3 B:=B-I00 )

!
4 Write(B) !

5 . Read(D) j

6 .(- . Read(D). 1
7 Read(C) I

D:=B+C
1

8 1
9 Read (C) i-

f
10 ~1',,:, C:=C+D '.

11 Write(C) \
12 Write(D). i

.. Fig 7(a): Given Schedule
-'~ ., . ~. 1 . ' .. -- ... ~~ - .,~. . .,

(7)

(3+3=6)

(12)

Draw the precedence graph for the schedule. Determine whether the schedule is
conflict serializable or not. If it is NOT conflict serializable, then briefly describe the
reason. If it is conflict serializable, then determine the serializability order using
topological sort.
(b) Draw the bitmaps for all the values of the attribute "Dept" of the following table

(relation). (10)

Fig 7(b): .Given Table (Relation)

Contd P/6 .
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(c) Briefly describe the ACID properties of a transaction.

(d) What is (are) the advantage(s) of using multilevel indices?

8. (a) Consider the following schedule which consists of three transactions Tl, T2 and

T3.
.

Instruction Tl T2 T3
No~
1 Read(B).
2 Read (A)
3 B:=B-I00
4 Read (C)
5 Read(D)
6 -A: =A+D
7 Write (A)
8 Commit
9 Write (B)
10 C:=C+50
11 Write (C)
12 Commit
13 Commit

Fig 8(a) : Given Schedule
- .•.-- .•. - ---_.~- -~-

(7)
(6)

(12) -

Here, the initial value for each of the data items (A, B, C and D) was 1000. Suppose
that the system made a checkpoint just after completing the instruction no 9. Then,
while continued working, the system failed after completing the instruction no 11 and
before the beginning of instruction no 12. Now, write down the full log of the system
considering the recovery procedure.
(b) What is the estimated cost of query using the secondary B+ tree index, equality on

key? Briefly describe. (10)
(c) After determining a cycle in the wait-for graph, which steps does the system take to

recover from deadlock? (7)
(d) Consider the following partial schedule which consists of two transactions Tl and

T2.

Instruction No. Tl T2
1 Lock-X (B)
2 Read (B)
3 Lock-S(A)
4 Read(A) .

5- Lock-X(A) -
... ... ...

Fig 8 (d): Given Partial Schedule
-- ---_.. -------~

Contd. PI7
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What will happen when T2 will try to acquire lock on data item 'A'? Assume that, the
system follows 'wait-die' policy.

-----------------------------------
---------_:.._". --~

! .
I
I

I:,
(

\
I
I
t

. i

Fig: B+ tre~~or5 .(b)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Find the total real power dissipated in the line components and the total reactive

power for the load components for the three-phase network shown in Fig. for Q. 1(a).

The value of the impedances are z/). = 12- j15 Q, Zy = 4+ j6 Q and Zl = 2 Q . (20)

.
;,

208/J 20° V

208/ -J200 V . 'z I
- I C-~

. Figure for Q. J (3.)

.C

-'--~-----------------""~---~-- __ ---o

(b) Derive the per phase equivalent circuit for a balanced delta-delta three phase

system. Provide justifications for the selection of components in the equivalent circuit. (15)

2. (a) A 18-kVA 8000/277- V distribution transformer has resistances and reactances as

mentioned below (where the provided excitation branch components are referred to the

high-tension side):
,

Rp = 29 Q,Xp = 41 Q,Rc =190 kQ, XM =18 kQ, Rs = 0.06 Q,Xs = 0.08 Q

(i) Draw the equivalent circuit(s) of this transformer referred to the high

tension side.

(20)

(ii) Assume that the transformer is supplying its rated load at 277 V (0.85 PF

lagging). Determine the transformer's voltage regulation.

(b) For a single phase transformer, describe how you can obtain the appropriate

equivalent circuit referred to the high tension side with procedures and diagrams. (15)

Contd P/2
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3. (a) Discuss the relationship between developed torque and air gap power for a three-

phase induction motor.

(b) For a balanced network supplied by a three-phase delta-connected generator with

positive phase sequence, Vab = 125 LO° V on the source side. If the per phase

impedance of the wye-connected load for the network is 24 - 1'15 Q , find the

magnitude of the total complex power for the load and the line currents.

4. (a) A 220 V, 14 hp cumulative compound motor has an armature resistance of 0.29 Q,

an interpole resistance of 0.21 Q, and a brush voltage drop of 4.2 V. Its series field

resistance is 0.18 Q and its shunt field resistance is 215 Q. When the motor is

connected as long shunt cumulative compound motor, its line current is 50 A at rated

load and the compound winding increases flux per pole by 18%. Draw the equivalent

circuit for the motor and calculate its speed regulation. Neglect armature reaction.

(b) Comment on the advantages and limitations of different forms of compound DC

motors. Discuss the factors which may be used to regulate the speed of a DC motor in

a laboratory environment.

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Explain by mathematical notations- static, alternating and rotating magnetic field.

'An induction motor can speed up to near-synchronous speed, but it can never really

reach synchronous speed' - explain.

(b) In the same figure, draw Induced torque vs. motor speed and Power converted vs.

motor speed. What is plugging? What is the effect of changing rotor resistance in

torque-speed characteristics? Show in figure and explain in brief.

(17)

(18)

(20)

(15)

(12)

(15)

_ 3vlH
'max - 20l,ync[ RTH +~~R-f.H-+-(-X-T-H-+-X-2-f-']

R2
Smax = ~Rf.H + (XTH +x2f

(c) Draw the block diagram of chopper stabilized amplifier and wave shape at each'

state.

Contd P/3
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6. (a) Draw 3-<pequivalent circuit of synchronous generator (both D. and Y). Draw the

phasor diagram for the synchronous generator and derive-

3V$EA •
'tind = X smo

Wm S

. (17)

Where the symbols stand for usual meaning. Is it possible to attain the. maximum

possible torque? Explain.

What are the factors that cause difference between internal generated voltage and

terminal voltage at the synchronous generators? Which factor has the highest impact?

(b) A synchronous machine has per phase synchronous reactance of 2 Q and negligible

armature resistance. If internal generated voltage is 400L3.52° and the terminal

voltage is 370LO°, determine whether the machine is a generator or a motor. How

much real or reactive power the machine is supplying or consuming? (8)
(c) A 50-kW, 440-V, 50-Hz, six-pole induction motor has a slip of 6 percent when

operating at full-load conditions. At full-load conditions, the friction and windage

losses are 300 W, and the core losses are 600 W. Find the following values for full

load conditions: (10)
(i) The shaft speed nm

(ii) The load torque 'tload in newton-meters

(iii) The induced torque 'tind in newton-meters

(iv) The rotor frequency in hertz

7.

8.

(a) Why a synchronous machine can run at synchronous speed? Draw the torque speed,

characteristic curve of a synchronous motor. What is slipping poles?

(b) Derive the expression of gain for an instrumentation amplifier. Explain how

thermistor can be used for temperature compensation.

(c) A barium titanate pick up has the dimension of 5 nun x 5 nun x 1.25 nun. The

force acting on it is 5 N. The charge sensitivity of barium titanate is 150 pC/N and its

permittivity is 12.5 x 10-9 F/m. If the modulas of elasticity of barium titanate is 12 x

106 N/m2• Calculate the strain, charge and the capacitance.

(a) A current transformer with a bar primary has 300 turns in its secondary winding.

The resistance, reactance of the secondary circuit are 1.5 Q and 1Q, respectively

including the transformer winding. With 5 A flowing in the secondary winding, the

magnetizing mmf is 100 A and the iron loss is 1.2 W. Determine the ratio and phase

angle errors.

(b) Briefly write the characteristics of current transformer.

(c) Let at a location in Bangladesh, it is necessary to supply power at 60 Hz. The

frequency of the national grid is 50 Hz. Solve the problem using a motor-generator set.

What is the minimum number of poles required for both machines?

(10)

(13)

(12)

(15)
(10)

(10)
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USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

(a) (i)

(ii)

1.

2.

3.

(a) Write the Prim's algorithm that computes a minimum spalming tree of a graph.

Analyze the time-complexity of the algorithm.

(b) Write the correctness proof of the Kruskal's algorithm that finds a mmllTIUm

spanning tree of a graph.

(c) Draw a minimum spanning tree of the graph G shown in Figure 1 by running (i)

Prim's algorithm, and (ii) Kruskal's algorithm. Write the order of the edges in each case

(whenever there is a choice of vertices, always use alphabetic ordering).

Figure 1: A graph G

Write the properties that are satisfied by shortest paths of a graph.

Show by an example that the Dijkstra's algorithm gives wrong result for a

graph with negative weight.

(iii) Write an algoritlm1 that finds shortest paths in a DAG. Analyze the time-

complexity of the algorithm.

(b) Prove th~t the Bellman-Ford algorithm returns TRUE if the input graph contains no

negative-weight cycles reachable from the source, and FALSE otherwise.

(c) Compare the key properties of problems that can be solved with greedy method,

divide-and-conquer method and dynamic programming method.

(a) Write the Edmonds-Karp algorithm that solves the maximum-flow problem.

Analyze the time-complexity of the algorithm for integral capacities.

(b) What is a flow network? Explain how network flow algorithms allow us to find the

maximum bipartite matching.

Contd PI2

. ' ..

(15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)-

(10)

(10)

(10)
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(c) For the flow ,network shown in Figure 2, find the value of the maximum flow by

drawing residual networks in each step. Finally, draw the maximum flow network.

Also draw the residual network and identify the min-cut of the maximum flow

network. (15)

Figure 2: A flow network~----~:....-~.----."\_"-'" --~.::...-~_. .,.,- --------:.....-_--'

4.

5.

(a) What is an AVL tree? Draw the AVL tree that results after successively inserting

the keys 23,95, 14,28,39,45,53,68,81,88,62 into an initially empty AVL tree.

(b) Write the properties of a red-black tree. Show that the height of a red-black tree T

storing 11 items is o(Iog 11) .

(c) By writing a procedure, explain the cases that may arise for deleting a node from a

red-black tree.

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

(a) Assuming simple uniform hashing, prove that a successful search In separate'

chaining takes expected 0(1+a) work, where a is the load factor.

(10)

(10)

(15)

(16)

(b) Consider inserting the keys 14, 3, 29, 25, 19, 16, 35 and 2 into a hash table of size

m = 11 with hash function h(k) = k mod m. Illustrate the result of inserting these keys

using quadratic probing. You don't need to show the intermediate steps, just show the

hash table after inserting all the elements. (8)

(c) Prove that the first Im/2l probes in quadratic probing are distinct given m is a prime

number. Here m denotes the size of your hash table. (8)

(d) What is the major advantage of double hashing over quadratic probing? (3)

Contd P/3
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6. (a) Suppose XENP-complete. Prove that XEP if and only ifP = NP.

(b) Given a set of clauses C), C2, ..., Ck, each of length 3, over a set of Boolean

variables, the 3-SAT problem asks if there exist a satisfying truth assignment.

Given a graph G and a number K, the veliex cover problem asks if G contains a vertex

cover of size at most K. (For a graph G = (V, E), a set of vertices S c V is a vertex

cover if every edge eEE has at least one end in S.)

Prove that Vertex Cover problem is at least as hard as 3-SAT problem.

(c) Prove that NP :I; co - NP ~ P:I; NP .

(10)

(18)

(7)

7. (a) Consider the following Boolean formula:

(x' v y') /\ (x V y') /\ (x' V y) /\ (x V Y V z/) /\ (x V Y V z). Use backtracing algorithm to

decide whether this is satisfiable or not. You must show the backtracing tree.

(b) Consider the following instance of the 0-1 knapsack algorithm. Solve this instance

using branch-and-bound algorithm. You must show the branch-and-bound tree.

Item Weight Value

1 2 10

2 3 9

3 2 20

4 5 30

(15)

(20)

8.

Krapsack capacity = 10

(a) Analyze the running time of the randomized quick sort algorithm.

(b) Suppose you have designed a Monte Carlo algorithm for a given problem which

succeeds with probability ~1.However, your boss has asked you to achieve at least
n .

(1-;) success probability. Explain how you can achieve this.

(c) Give an approximation algorithm for the vertex cover problem. Analyze the

approximation ratio of your algoritlm1.

(13)

(10)

(12)
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